Study to evaluate the role of severity stratification of skin and soft tissue infections (SSTIs) in formulating treatment strategies and predicting poor prognostic factors.
Diagnosis of skin and soft tissue infections (SSTIs) is difficult as they commonly masquerade as other clinical syndromes. So, the prospective cohort study was carried out to study the clinical profile, evaluate the existing method of severity stratification of SSTIs and identify factors responsible for prolonged stay and poor outcome in patients with SSTIs. The prospective study was carried out based on clinical profile to evaluate the role of severity stratification of SSTIs in 105 patients attending the surgical outpatient department and surgical emergency. The patients were managed conservatively on oral or intravenous antibiotics and dressing or combined with surgical intervention based on severity stratification. Sometimes radiological investigation helped to know the deep seated abscess and thereby need of early intervention by surgical drainage, fasciotomy and rarely amputation. The data collected, summarised and evaluated using chi-square method. SSTIs has been categorized into mild, moderate and severe form based on clinical and demographic profile of the patient. The study revealed risk factors that were statistically significant to be male patients of lower socioeconomic groups, temperature above 38 °C, hypotension, TLC > 15000, presence of gangrene, bullae, crepitus, trauma, animal/insect bite, BSA > 9% except when involving hand, head & scrotum, loss of sensation, loss of movement/function of affected part and restriction of joint movement (P < 0.05). Based on above findings, an algorithm for severity stratification is formulated for reducing the morbidity and mortality of the patients with SSTIs.